WINE | THE WINE CONNOISSEUR

BY GORDON HEINS, Wine Expert for New Hampshire Liquor Commission

I

am always happy to trade warm summer
winds for the refreshingly cooler air of
autumn. That change often induces a
change in wine selections, too. Heartier reds are
replacing summer whites and roses …and that
really makes me happy.
It’s amazing to me that in all the years I’ve
been writing this column, I have never written
specifically about one of my very favorite wines
— Amarone della Valpolicella. When I start to
braise food again in the fall, out comes the Amarone, though sparingly as it is not inexpensive.
Amarone is made in only one place in the
world and with grapes that are rarely seen
outside of the region of Valpolicella, which is
located in the northeast of Italy just outside
of the enchanting and romantic town of
Verona (home of Romeo and Juliet). The
main grapes in this glorious wine are
like little-known movie stars; Corvina —
which is by far the most important variety
and up to 90% of the blend — along with
Rondinella, Corvinone and Molinera round out
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the thespians of the Amarone roadshow. The
process for making these hedonistic delights is as
distinctive as a three-legged dog and about as lovable. The same grapes produce basic Valpolicella
Classico (and Superiore) which is as good a simple
quaffer as you can find anywhere and is like
dime store candy for the wine world. I call them
simple “bowl of spaghetti wines” and an excellent,
inexpensive choice to order in restaurants.
The grapes that will become Amarone are
harvested around the first two weeks of October,
which is not unlike those in most vineyards in
the northern hemisphere, but that’s where the
similarity ends. Once harvested, the grapes are

then put onto straw mats in small
wooden boxes and stacked traditionally in open-sided buildings
that encourage air flow through
the winter. It is important to note
that virtually any other grape
variety would quickly rot under
these circumstances, leaving
nothing more than perhaps an
excellent compost. That is what
makes these grapes and the area
so unique. After about 120 days
of partially drying out, they are
then pressed! (remember, we are
now in late January or February).
With the dehydration of the
grapes, which have now lost at
least 40% of their water, comes
an intense, highly concentrated
liquid with a very low yield.
Hence, ultimately the hefty price
tag due to the arduous process in
which these wines are made. This
juice is then slowly fermented
for up to 50 more days (a very
long time for wine), resulting in
an ultra — concentrated, high
alcohol/low acid wine, which
is typically held at the winery
for yet another four to five years before release.
How’s that for a process!
To continue along this incredible oneophilistic
journey, once the Amarone skins have given up
their deeply hued, tannic and flavorful potion,
their job is still not finished. Certain Valpolicella
Superiore wines (one level higher than Valpolicella Classico) that were made in the previous
fall and are resting in barrels, will continue their
own process and be “passed over” the dried
Amarone skins to pick up some of the notable
complexities renowned in Amarone. These
delightful wines are called Ripasso after the
process which is called
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2007 Bertani Amarone Classico
A classic, traditionally styled Amarone that is released 10 or
more years after vinification. It can last many more years and
I believe is worth every penny. Dried black fruits like figs,
cherries and raisins give way to a powerful wine experience.
#23156 • 750 mL • Regular: $109.99 • Sale: $99.99
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“appassimento” or “re-pass”. In the industry, these
wines are known as “Baby Amarones” since they
will have a distinctive taste and mouth — feel
of their celebrated big brother but not sharing
the same sophistication or (thankfully) price tag.
These wines are an amazing value for their relatively low price, which typically runs between
$15-20, and are a great way to find out if you like
this style of wine — get ready for an epiphany!
I was once at a prestigious tasting event in
the town of Valpolicella at the historic Bertani
Estate where they were pouring — among their
current wines — 1964 Bertani Amarone Classico.
Nearby, a female opera singer serenaded the
crowd with a stringed ensemble behind her all
within the candlelit cellars of this great estate,
further enhancing an already unforgettable
event. That was one of the greatest wine-tasting
experiences of my life, as the 1964 itself was
surprisingly youthful with vast complexity and
a finish that lingered on seemingly until sunrise.
I would have to have been dropped on my head
repeatedly not to recognize that I had just tasted
one of the greatest wines on the planet.
Though I could go on babbling like a brook
about these wines and all of their unique at-

Amarone is made in only
one place in the world
and with grapes that are
rarely seen outside of the
region of Valpolicella.
tributes, the confinement of my editorial word
count limit looms, but I would be remiss if I didn’t
say that Amarone has two styles, modern and
traditional. I prefer the latter — like Bertani. If
interested, further research will help you find
which style appeals to you. There is Amarone
della Valpolicella DOC and also a Riserva level.
The difference between them, aside from price,
lies mostly within the aging which will also
affect complexity, longevity and your overall
experience. If you are looking for something
truly special to put away for 10, 20 or more years,
look to Riserva level.
The haunting and brilliant flavors of Amarone
are deep and spectacular with a range of dark
fruits, raisins, dark chocolate, figs, black cherry,
plum and exotic brown spices such as cinnamon
and nutmeg. They are best enjoyed with braised
meats or aged cheese like Parmigiano — Reggiano
and enjoyed poured into a large-bowled glass.
Swirl, smell and behold one of the wine
world’s greatest treasures while marveling at the
elaborate process that brought this magnificent
wine … to your lips.
Salute!
Please drink responsibly

Enthusiast
THE WINE

During the work week, you’ll usually find Wendy Olcott
spending her days in the Marketing Department at the
New Hampshire Liquor Commission; a job new to her
in May of this year. But when the clock strikes 5 p.m. on
Friday afternoon, you’re more likely to discover her filling
a backpack, lacing up her hiking boots and heading deep
into the White Mountains.
“My favorite thing to do is hike,” Olcott says. “This past
summer I started going on some longer hikes and it’s
been really enjoyable. It’s something I look forward to
each weekend.”
She’ll typically meet a fellow hiking enthusiast and
longtime friend from Vermont or head out into the wilderness with her partner, Russ Nolan, and their two dogs, Ruby and Tucker. When the end of the trail arrives, however, you’re
just as likely to find Olcott opening a bottle of wine while reflecting on the day’s adventures.
“I’ve enjoyed wine for a very long time,” Olcott says. “I definitely prefer red wines over
white,in fact, I very rarely drink white wines — and Merlot tends to be my go-to.”
It’s appropriate, then, that Olcott recently had an opportunity to try a bottle of 2016
Duckhorn Vineyards Napa Valley Merlot.
ABOUT THE WINE. The 2016 Duckhorn Vineyards Napa Valley Merlot is a blend of several
vineyard lots, incorporating fruit from Duckhorn’s estate vineyards and from top Napa
Valley independent growers. It is a rich expression that reflects the varied microclimates
and soils of the appellation. It offers aromas of fresh black raspberry, vanilla, tea leaves, pie
crust and licorice. On the palate: strawberry, plum, bing cherry and loganberry, leading to a
lingering finish with hints of maple, cedar and sweet spice.
WHAT WAS THE WINE PAIRED WITH? “We had just gone on a long hike that day at Mount
Garfield — a 10-mile hike. We got home late, and by the time we got everything unpacked
and started dinner prep, it was about 8 p.m. We decided to have it with grilled, marinated
steak tips. We grilled some onions and peppers as well, and had quinoa and a salad with
local greens and a basic Italian dressing — olive oil and herbs.”
TELL US ABOUT THE TASTING EXPERIENCE. “The bottle itself was a nice visual. It was eyecatching, elegant and simple. In the glass, it had a very deep, burgundy red, beautiful color.
When we opened it, I immediately noticed aromas of plum and black cherry.
“We had a glass before dinner and then a glass with dinner. Food will
sometimes help to balance out a wine, but this wine is really well-balanced
to begin with, so I didn’t notice a big difference between the two glasses.
The dark fruits, plum and cherry, were very enjoyable with and without
food.
“The wine was incredibly smooth, and it complemented the food very
well. I initially considered having salmon, but I thought something richer
would be better, so we went with the steak, which ended up being a
nice choice. The wine had a very nice, long-lasting finish that certainly
left us wanting more.”
WHAT’S THE TAKEAWAY? “It’s not inexpensive, so for me it would be
more of a special occasion bottle of wine. However, when you want to
splurge on a really fabulous wine, this would be worth every penny.
People approach wine-buying differently depending on their tastes
and how much they want to spend, but if someone is looking for a
special bottle of wine to enjoy with friends or to gift to someone, this
would be an excellent choice. We both thought, for sure, that this was
the best wine we’d ever had. It is really amazing.”

2016 Duckhorn Vineyards Napa Valley Merlot
#44854 • 750 mL • Regular: $56.99
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